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ABSTRACT

Middleware for mashups is currently not able to compose the services residing in a nomadic network. Its transient connections and connection volatility result in a highly dynamic environment where services can appear and disappear at any point in time. The consequence is that these services must be discovered at runtime in an ad hoc fashion and must execute asynchronously to prevent a disconnected service to block the execution of an entire mashup. Orchestrating loosely coupled asynchronously executing services calls for a process-aware approach. This paper proposes the use of workflow patterns to enable a high level specification of the interactions between the mobile services constituting a nomadic mashup.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s society is characterised by the ubiquity of mobile devices such as mobile phones, PDAs and handhelds. The omnipresence of wireless communication facilities, for instance WiFi, 3G and Bluetooth, enable us to connect these devices in a mobile ad hoc network (MANET). Nomadic networks fill the gap between traditional networks and mobile ad hoc networks as these nomadic environments consist of both a group of mobile devices and a fixed infrastructure. Mobile devices in a nomadic network can move around dynamically while trying to maintain a connection to the fixed infrastructure. In such networks the heavy computations are performed by the fixed infrastructure [6]. For these kind of networks, an abundance of interesting applications can be supported as these networks are omnipresent (for instance in hospitals, airports, shopping malls, ...). However, the development of such applications is not straightforward as special properties of the communication with mobile devices have to be taken considered.

A first characteristic that has to be taken into account when composing a nomadic mashup is the connection volatility which is inherent to the environment. Nomadic mashups consist of mobile mashup sources which are residing in the physical world. While in conventional mashups the services constituting the mashup are known beforehand (e.g. by a fixed URL to a RSS feed) and are assumed to execute in a reliable network infrastructure (e.g. a Web 2.0 environment), the services constituting a nomadic mashup have to be dynamically discovered at runtime, since these services can be hosted by mobile devices that can connect and disconnect at any point in time. Furthermore, a mobile service that became unavailable should not block the execution of an entire mashup. Nomadic mashup sources can take many forms, ranging from small sensors on mobile devices up to complex services running on a fixed backbone infrastructure. As in mobile ad hoc networks the challenge is making the high heterogeneity of devices co-operate and deal with their transient and permanent failures.

Although there exists middleware [6] and programming languages, like AmbientTalk (explained in section 3.1), which are developed to meet the specific properties of dynamically changing environments, the composition between the different services is still programmed in an ad hoc way. In order to orchestrate the large heterogeneity of services we encounter, reusable composition patterns are needed to specify the interactions at a higher level. In classic networks, this orchestration can be achieved by using workflow languages which support a parallel execution, the composition of services and the description of control flow. However, these existing workflow languages are not really suited to describe mashups for nomadic networks, because they do not take their specific characteristics into account.

As AmbientTalk is specifically sculpted to deal with the phenomena in mobile networks, such as connection volatility, autonomy, natural concurrency and ambient resources [4], we have used this scripting language and its runtime to build workflow patterns on top of. Hence, enabling the specification of the control flow for mashups at a higher level and...
incorporating the specific requirements of the environment.

The problem of working with mobile devices in a dynamically changing environment is general to all applications in both nomadic and mobile ad hoc networks. Our proposed solution focusses on nomadic mashups which are a concrete example of architectures that are affected by the phenomena of mobile networks.

This paper is organised as follows: first we describe some related work before exhibiting our approach on orchestrating services in a nomadic environment. In this section we first introduce the programming language AmbientTalk, as this language forms the foundation on top of which we are building our nomadic workflows solution. We use the workflow paradigm in order to divide processes into activities where control flows from one activity to another according to a number of patterns that support among others concreteness. Thereafter, the implementation of these workflows is discussed and exemplified. To conclude, some future work and general conclusions are presented.

2. RELATED WORK

Current mashup development tools target a reliable Web 2.0 environment. We can distinguish two approaches: one is using a graphical representation of the service composition; the most representative one is Yahoo! Pipes [10]. The execution engines of such tools assume a stable network infrastructure to allow the server running the engine to coordinate the different services (e.g. Yahoo! Pipes run on a dedicated Yahoo! server and offer no runtime service discovery but assume fixed URLs to reach services). These assumptions cannot be made in nomadic networks where some of the mashup components dynamically join and leave the network while the mashup is executing and disconnections are rather the rule than the exception.

The other approach is by expressing the composition of remote services in web scripting languages using AJAX. Expressing service compositions with AJAX happens using an event-driven paradigm based on callbacks. This causes more complicated event-driven applications to be very hard to understand, as we will show in section 3.1 for the AmbientTalk language, which uses a similar event-driven paradigm but targeted towards mobile ad hoc networks. There exist higher level coordination languages based on Javascript and AJAX, such as Ubiquity [1] and Orc [5]. Orc for instance uses a process calculus to express the coordination of different processes. However, these languages also assume a stable network interconnecting the services.

Other coordination languages are not specifically dedicated to mashup development, but still could be used for this purpose. Reo [2] is a glue language that allows the orchestration of different heterogeneous, distributed and concurrent software components. Reo is based on the notion of mobile channels and has a coordination model wherein complex coordinators, called connectors, are compositionally built out of simpler ones (where the simplest ones are channels). These different types of coordinators dictate the coordination of the simpler connectors, which eventually coordinate the software components that they interconnect. When software components are disconnected, one has to manually invoke the migration of a component to a different node, however the channels connecting the component are automatically reconnected.

A workflow language that specifically targets mashups is Bite [3], which focusses on web-based services. While Bite supports asynchronous messaging and different communication protocols, it operates on services that are known beforehand and assumes fixed URLs to reach those services.

Although there exist workflow languages for dynamically changing environments, like mobile ad hoc networks and nomadic networks, they do not cope with all issues inherent to nomadic network applications. CiAN [12] is a workflow engine that was developed to work in a mobile ad hoc network. As a centralised orchestration engine cannot be used in MANETs, CiAN decides the services to be invoked a priori. In a dynamic changing environment where services can come in and go out of reach at any possible time, it is not possible to know all services beforehand. An other workflow language, Workpad [7], is developed with nomadic networks in mind. This language also lacks support for disconnections that are inherent to the mobile part a nomadic network consists of. Mobile Business Processes [9] is a workflow engine by Nokia which offers a repository of existing services that can be used to define business processes. Although these workflows are run on mobile devices, they only interface with fixed web services that are known beforehand (by means of a URL).

3. NOMADIC WORKFLOWS

In stable networks, workflows are used to model and orchestrate complex applications. The workflow architecture is typically centralised and the interactions between the different services are synchronous. There also exist distributed engines for workflows and more recently mobile ad hoc networks and nomadic networks are also targeted by the workflow community. However, these workflow languages have almost no support for handling the high volatility of these kind of networks.

AmbientTalk is a programming language which treats disconnections at the very heart of its computational model. Moreover, this language supports dynamic service discovery which is opportune for nomadic networks. Although this language is suited for writing applications for mobile ad hoc and nomadic networks, the orchestration of these applications is still programmed in an ad hoc manner. Complex applications or mashups that consist of asynchronously executing distributed services become hard to develop, understand and reuse. In this section, we first briefly explain AmbientTalk and how it offers support for scripting together mobile services. Subsequently, we introduce our workflow abstractions that we built on top of this language.

3.1 AmbientTalk

In this section, we briefly explain the programming language support that we assume to build our workflow language targeting mashups in nomadic networks. The ambient-oriented programming paradigm [4] is specifically aimed at such applications. For this reason we chose to build our workflow language on top of an ambient-oriented programming language. Ambient-oriented programming languages should explicitly incorporate potential network failures in the very heart of their computational model. Therefore, communication between distributed application components should happen without blocking the execution thread of the different components such that devices may continue doing useful work even when the connection with a communication partner is lost.
Ambient-oriented languages also deal with the dynamically changing network topology in nomadic and mobile ad hoc networks. The fact that in such networks devices spontaneously join with and disjoin from the networks means that the services these devices host cannot be discovered using a fixed, always available name server, but instead require dynamic service discovery protocols (e.g., broadcasting advertisements to discover nearby services).

Both the runtime discovery of and the non-blocking communication between distributed application components in nomadic and mobile ad hoc networks give rise to an event-driven architecture, where there is a natural form of concurrency among the distributed application components. Such architectures can greatly benefit from process-aware technologies such as workflows to allow a separate and higher level orchestration of the concurrent processes in the mashup.

AmbientTalk [14, 13] is a distributed programming language embedded in Java. The language is designed as a distributed scripting language that can be used to compose Java components which are distributed across a nomadic or even mobile ad hoc network. The language is developed on top of the J2ME platform and runs on handheld devices such as smart phones and PDAs. Even though AmbientTalk is embedded in Java, it is a separate programming language. The embedding ensures that AmbientTalk applications can access Java objects running in the same JVM. These Java objects can also call back on AmbientTalk objects as if these were plain Java objects.

The most important difference between AmbientTalk and Java is the way in which they deal with concurrency and network programming. Java is multithreaded, and provides either a low-level socket API or a high-level RPC API (i.e., Java RMI) to enable distributed computing. In contrast, AmbientTalk is a fully event-driven programming language. It provides only event loop concurrency [8] and distributed objects communicate by means of asynchronous message passing. Event loops deal with concurrency similar to GUI frameworks (e.g., Java AWT or Swing): all concurrent activities are represented as events which are handled sequentially by an event loop thread.

AmbientTalk offers direct support for the different characteristics of the ambient-oriented programming paradigm described above.

1. In an ad hoc network, objects must be able to discover one another without any infrastructure (such as a shared naming registry). Therefore, AmbientTalk has a service discovery engine that allows objects to discover one another in a peer-to-peer manner. Java interfaces act as the common pieces of information by means of which objects are advertised and discovered (publish/subscribe service discovery engine).

2. In an ad hoc network, objects may frequently disconnect and reconnect because of network partitions. Therefore, AmbientTalk provides fault-tolerant asynchronous message passing between objects: if a message is sent to a disconnected object, the message is buffered and resent later, when the object becomes reconnected. Other advantages of asynchronous message passing over standard RPC is that the asynchrony hides latency and that it keeps the application responsive (i.e., the event loop is not blocked during remote communication and is free to process other events).

### 3.2 Distributed Programming in AmbientTalk

AmbientTalk uses a classic event-handling style by relying on blocks of code that are triggered by event handlers. Event handlers are (by convention) registered by a call to a function that starts with `when`.

The following code snippet illustrates how AmbientTalk can be used to discover a LocationService and a WeatherService in the ad hoc network. Once the LocationService is discovered, it is sent a message along with the current GPS coordinates to determine the current location of the user. As soon as a reply is received, the lookup for the WeatherService starts. When such a service is discovered, it is sent the `getWeather` message along with the current location that was received from the LocationService.

```java
// when a service classified as LocationService is discovered,
// this object will be accessible via locationSvc
when: LocationService discovered: {
  locationSvc<-getLocation(gpsModule.getCoordinates())
  becomes: {
    myLocation
    // when reply is received,
    // discover an object of type WeatherService
    when: WeatherService discovered: {
      weatherSvc<-getWeather(myLocation)
      becomes: {
        weatherInfo
        // update weather information in
        // the user interface
      }
    }
  }
}
```

The above code consists of four event handlers. The first event handler, registered by means of the `when:discovered: control structure, is invoked when the language runtime discovers a LocationService component. Here, LocationService refers to a Java interface. The discovered object is accessible via the locationSvc variable, which denotes a remote AmbientTalk object that wraps a Java component implementing the location service. The syntax `obj->msg()` denotes an asynchronous message send and is used here to query the LocationService object for the current location of the user (e.g., city) given his GPS coordinates.

When the query message is received by the remote LocationService object, that object’s `getLocation` method is invoked. The return value of this method is used as the reply to the query. This reply is signalled asynchronously to the caller. The `when:becomes:` control structure is used to install an event handler that can process this reply. The return value is passed to this event handler (cf. the `myLocation` variable in the example). As soon as this value is received, this event handler registers two new event handlers (following the same pattern) to query a WeatherService about the weather at the `myLocation`, and as soon the reply to this query is received update the user interface.

As can be seen from the above example, service discovery and replies of remote queries are represented in AmbientTalk as events that trigger the appropriate event handlers. Care must be taken when coordinating and synchronizing asynchronous invocations: nesting callbacks (like in the example presented above) introduces simple synchronization, but more complex synchronization and coordination patterns require more complicated structures (e.g., the lookup of a
WeatherService could happen in parallel without waiting for the LocationService to reply). While in this simple example the control flow remains apparent enough to understand, the control flow of large-scale event-driven applications can quickly become puzzling. In the following sections we discuss how to add a process-aware layer of abstraction on top of AmbientTalk (which uses messages/events as the level of abstraction) such that the asynchronously executing processes can be orchestrated by means of workflows.

3.3 Workflow Patterns in AmbientTalk

This section describes the implementation of some workflow patterns on top of AmbientTalk\(^2\). Consider the example that was given in section 3.1 where a user interface is updated with the current weather at the user’s location. This example could be expressed by a sequence pattern as is depicted in figure 1. The circle at the end of the pattern denotes a stop node, whereas the rectangles represent the used services.

The description of the workflow resides on the backbone of the nomadic system, whereas the different services are either located on fixed devices or on mobile devices that move around through the environment. By situating the workflow description on the fixed infrastructure, we ensure that the workflow itself cannot disconnect and become unavailable during its execution.

First, we explain how these services are implemented in AmbientTalk and thereafter we describe how these workflow patterns, with an emphasis on the sequence pattern that is used in the example, are implemented and can be used as an abstraction layer for describing the control flow. Afterwards we describe how more complex workflows can be expressed by combining several workflow patterns.

In AmbientTalk, services are implemented as distributed objects that advertise themselves by means of a service type tag. Currently, services have a fixed interface and must implement a start method which performs the actual execution of the service. This start method has one argument which allows passing data between the different services. The code snippet below illustrates the implementation of the WeatherService in AmbientTalk. Important to note is that this code is running on the service host. The mashups making use of this service are oblivious to its implementation, they should only match on the service type tag under which the service is advertised.

```
def type WeatherService;

def service := object:
    def start(args) {
        // Check if args is a location, if not throw an error.
        // Otherwise, determine the weather
        // at this location and return it.
    };
    export: service as: WeatherService;

2The implementation is available at http://code.google.com/p/ambienttalk/
```

In order to retrieve the forecast information of the user’s location, we need to compose the two services, LocationService and WeatherService, by making use of a sequence pattern. This sequence pattern must first send the asynchronous start message to the first service, and afterwards invoke the WeatherService by passing the result of the invocation of the LocationService to it. The result of the WeatherService invocation is afterwards passed to the GUI service where also the start method is invoked. The reply of this invocation is then passed to the stop pattern, which ends the workflow. Hence, the implementation of this small example uses two control flow patterns, namely sequence and stop. These workflow patterns are implemented as AmbientTalk objects which are tagged. These tags are used to distinguish between normal patterns, patterns that signal multiple replies (such as a simple merge) and service type tags (that denote yet to be discovered services). In order to enable a transparent nesting of patterns and services, we need to make sure that these interfaces match. Therefore, workflow patterns also implement a start method.

The code below presents the implementation of a sequence pattern. This pattern is initialised with a table of components componentsTable. When invoking its start method, all components of that table (service type tags or workflow patterns) are invoked sequentially and the last component of the sequence is returned. Remember that services can be executed on a mobile device residing in the nomadic environment, and hence the connections found here can be transient. The workflow patterns keep this transient and permanent failures into account by incorporating timeouts, after which a new service with the same type tag is looked up.

```
def Sequence := object:
    def componentsTable;

    // Constructor of the Sequence pattern.
    def init(table) {
        componentsTable := table;
    };

    def start(args) {
        // Creates a notification object on which when-callbacks
        // can be registered.
        def result := makeFuture();
        def execute(idx, args) {
            def component := componentsTable[idx];
            if: (is: component tagged: Service) then: {
                // Send service the asynchronous start message.
                // After service signalled a reply, check if the
                // sequence has ended.
                // If so, return the notifier object that will
                // signal the reply event from the service
                // invocation, such that other patterns can be
                // notified when the sequence is done executing.
                // If not, call execute with an increased index (idx).
            } else: {
                // Invoke the start message of the pattern.
            }
        } taggedAs: [Pattern];
    };
```

Important to note is that this sequential execution can be achieved by explicitly waiting for the output of a service before starting the following one, without having to manually synchronize asynchronously executing process by nesting callbacks in the correct way. After the workflow pattern’s execution has finished, the stop pattern will use this last component to listen for its reply and eventually
end the workflow when this reply (which is asynchronously computed) is received.

As can be seen in the abstract implementation (the full implementation is out of the scope of this paper) of the `execute` method, a test is performed to check the type of the sequence's current component. By hiding the different implementations of components (services or patterns) in the patterns itself, we allow composition of nested workflow patterns at an abstract level. Furthermore, the introduction of workflow patterns on top of AmbientTalk makes the orchestration of services explicit whereas the control flow in the language AmbientTalk itself is programmed in an ad hoc manner. By adding this extra layer of abstraction we enable composable, reusable services.

The stop pattern and its rationale is explained later on. The code below shows the implementation of our small example. The last line of the code fragment invokes the execution of workflow.

```
sequence := Sequence.new(LocationService, WeatherService, GUI);
stop := Stop.new(sequence);
stop.start();
```

### 3.3.1 Combining Workflow Patterns

We introduce a more advanced mashup example which combines several workflow patterns and can be used to illustrate the composition of patterns. Consider an airport where passengers benefit from a rich airport infrastructure. For instance, passengers get a reminder on their PDA five minutes before the boarding time of their flight. This can be achieved by combining several services, namely a `ETicketService`, `DigitalClock`, `BoardingService` and `ReminderService`. This mashup both uses services residing on the backbone infrastructure and the mobile parts of a nomadic network. The `ETicketService` is a service on the passenger’s mobile phone which contains all the information of the electronic ticket he/she bought. The services are part of the fixed infrastructure of the nomadic network and respectively are able to retrieve the current time, information of the boarding time of a flight and send reminders to certain passengers. Figure 2 depicts the workflow representation for this mashup. This workflow uses both a parallel split and synchronize pattern to describe the orchestration of the different services.

![Workflow Diagram]

**Figure 2: Workflow representation for a mashup using a parallel split and synchronize.**

A parallel split diverges a single branch into two or more concurrently executing branches. As can be seen in the figure above, the `DigitalClock` and `BoardingService` are two parallel branches that can be executed independently of each other. Note that the synchronization of the two processes executing in parallel cannot be expressed by nesting callbacks, such as in the example in section 3.2. Although it is possible to express such a synchronization in AmbientTalk, it requires the extensive use of the reflective and metaprogramming facilities of the language and leads to very complicated and difficult to reuse code. The implementation of this pattern has as input a tag which can be either an intentional description of a service or a pattern. The output of the parallel split is a list of components that can contain intentional descriptions of services by means of a type tag or objects that implement a `start` method, for instance a workflow pattern. A synchronization pattern converges several branches that have all succeeded into one subsequent branch. Concretely, when both the `DigitalClock` and `BoardingService` have terminated, the `ReminderService` is activated. The input of this pattern is a list of components (possibly the output of a parallel split pattern) and has as output a type tag that denotes a service or a pattern. The implementation of our mashup example is given by the following code snippet.

```
def parallelSplit := ParallelSplit.new( ETicketService, [ DigitalClock, BoardingService ] );
def synchronization := Synchronization.new( parallelSplit, ReminderService );
def stop := Stop.new( synchronization );
```

---

**3.4 Discussion**

The workflow patterns discussed in this section are just a small selection of the workflow patterns that we have adapted to the characteristics of nomadic networks and mashups running on top of them. Although we only have presented
toy examples of mashups, by making use of this selection of workflow patterns, we have shown that:

- Services constituting the mashup can be hosted on mobile devices and are discovered at runtime in a peer-to-peer manner based on an intentional description.
- Communication among the different services in a mashup happens without blocking other concurrently running services, even if some of them move out of range. This allows services to remain responsive and perform other meaningful tasks when interacting with components of different mashups.
- Communication between services is fault tolerant. The underlying runtime system guarantees message delivery by buffering messages that were not received by the destination service and attempting to resend them when the destination service becomes available again.

These implemented properties allow us to use standard reusable workflow patterns to describe the coordination between concurrently running distributed application components in nomadic networks without having to manually coordinate the interactions among these components using explicit callbacks.

We have deployed AmbientTalk applications on a number of mobile devices such as the HTC Touch Cruise and are currently in progress of deploying them on newer platforms such as Google Android and the Apple iPhone. Since our workflow abstractions simply assume an AmbientTalk virtual machine, they are directly usable on these platforms as well.

4. CONCLUSION

Complex distributed applications (such as mashups) running in nomadic networks have to be conceived as concurrently running activities to allow the different application components to remain responsive and keep doing useful work in the face of the frequent network partitions inherent to these kinds of networks. The orchestration of these concurrent activities into meaningful applications currently happens in an ad hoc way, usually by means of a callback-based paradigm. Workflows and workflow patterns provide an additional layer of abstraction such that interaction patterns among application components can be specified on a higher level and be reused because of their loose coupling with the fine-grained application logic. Unfortunately, current workflow systems do not meet all the requirements for the kinds of applications that we envision in nomadic networks. In this paper, we have presented the implementation of workflow patterns on top of a runtime system that does allow the orchestration of distributed services in a nomadic network, thanks to both a peer-to-peer and dynamic service discovery mechanism and communication primitives resilient to the volatile connections inherent to such networks. Now that a number of workflow patterns are implemented, we have hinted at some future work, most notably the introduction of new workflow patterns specifically designed for nomadic networks and a graphical workflow language that allows to chain together these workflow patterns together graphically and providing a visual view on the orchestration of the different application components.

5. FUTURE WORK

At this moment, the research of workflow patterns for nomadic networks is in its earliest phase of development, hence we were already able to define some issues that have to be handled in the near future.

Firstly, the current implementation of workflow patterns is restricted to the control flow patterns defined by van der Aalst [11]. We would like to extend them by also supporting data flow patterns and enable more complex ways of passing data between services. By enabling this data flow, we would be able to express more advanced mashups.

Currently, the naming and discovery of services happens via Java interfaces (wrapped in AmbientTalk type tags). Although this already allows describing services intentionally (by means of simple type tags), the assumption is made that these type tags represent a unique service and that it is known by all mashup participants. The discovery mechanism for instance does not take versioning into account. For example, if the WeatherService from the example in section 3.3 is updated, older clients may discover the updated service, and clients that want to use only the updated service may still discover older versions. Clients and services are thus themselves responsible for checking versioning constraints.

A shortcoming of today’s status is that the services have a restricted interface. At the moment, services are implemented as distributed objects which implement a start method. To allow more flexible service compositions, we are working towards patterns where services can have their own interface. Currently, calls to such an interface have to be wrapped in the single start method (e.g. an AmbientTalk object delegating calls to Java components in its start method).

Additionally, we would like to come up with some more advanced patterns that cope with some specific properties of the dynamic changing environment. Van der Aalst [11] describes a synchronisation pattern which succeeds when all branches have succeeded. In a dynamically changing environment, like nomadic and mobile ad hoc networks, 100% synchronisation will not always be possible. Although van der Aalst presents some synchronisation patterns (like static partial join for multiple instances), these patterns are not sufficient. For instance, we would like to let synchronisation succeed when a selection of the results are available (after a certain percentage of answers is retrieved, after a certain period of time, at a predefined timeout value...).

Furthermore, as disconnections are inherent to nomadic networks it seems appropriate to build in support for compensating actions. As disconnections are the rule rather than the exception, we want to be able to specify for instance a timeout whenever a certain service is no longer available. These compensating actions are tightly coupled to the relaxed synchronisation that can succeed when not all branches of a workflow were realised.

Finally, we would like to extend our framework by building a graphical interface on top of our implementation. Most workflow languages have such an interface which facilitates the usage of the workflow patterns. By introducing a graphical interface we provide a graphical representation of the mashup which will make it easier to express the orchestration of services in a dynamically changing environment.
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